A whole galaxy to build and rebuild

Now you can build a galaxy! Classic vehicles and all the great characters from Star Wars are ready to go into action on your command. You can even customise Imperial and Rebel ships to make your very own Star Wars star fighters.
**7140 SW X-Wing Fighter™**. In his Red Five X-wing, Luke Skywalker and R2-D2 lead the attack on the Empire. You can place the wings in any position and change the starfighter for special missions. From 7 years.

**7128 SW Speeder Bikes™**. Luke Skywalker is up against Imperial scout troopers, but fortunately he has his lightsaber. From 7 years.

**7150 TIE Fighter™ and Y-Wing™**. The Y-wing invades the Empire’s territory and Darth Vader mans his TIE fighter to stop the assault. You can change the fighters as the battle proceeds until you have a winner. From 8 years.

**7130 SW Snow Speeder™**. In snowspeeders, Luke Skywalker and the Rebel Alliance can attack the Empire’s AT-AT walkers from all angles. From 7 years.

**7110 SW Land Speeder™**. Obi-Wan Kenobi and Luke Skywalker speed across the desert planet of Tatooine to Obi-Wan’s house. From 7 years.

**ALL NEW Available April**
SOON TO COME
NEW STAR WARS
MOVIE AND NEW
LEGO MODELS
FOR YOU TO KEEP
ON BUILDING
THE EPIC STORY.
The Insectoids continue to infiltrate earth as Planet Armeron becomes devoid of the Voltstone rock - the rock required for powering the 3 flying vessels, 6907, 6969 and 6977. Will they conquer Earth or are we strong enough to prevent the Insectoids taking over our planet!??

※ Requires 2 x 1.5v batteries to power the Voltstone energy.
※ Arachno base divides into 2 to form a smaller base and flying vessel!
6969 Space Swarm. With the new insectoid unit which gives off light and sound the front of the vessel can be detached from the rear to become a high speed space ship for those tricky manoeuvres. There are also 2 smaller vessels attached by magnets which have further magnetic elements to pick up the Voltstone from the planet Armeron. Zec, Captain of the Space Swarm, is the most experienced member of the team to pilot this craft. From 8 years.

6907 Sonic Stinger. Complete with insectoid unit which provides light and sound! Insector 2, the female member of the reconnaissance crew, controls this strong, powerful ship equipped for defending the Insectoid nation and for foraging the planet Armeron for the Voltstone rock. This rock is created when lightning strikes the planet and is used by the crew to fuel their fleet. From 7 years.

6837 Mantis Scavenger 6+

6977 Arachno Base. A sly spider! The base can split into two, to form two vessels, one with wheels and the other containing the special insectoid unit which creates light and sound. From 8 years.

6907 Sonic Stinger 7+

Requires 2 x 1.5v batteries to power the Voltstone energy giving the Insectoids 3 Sounds and light to communicate to the outside world!

6969 Space Swarm 8+

* The flagship of the fleet with 3 sounds and light for easy communication.
* To power the voltstone rock, earthlings require 2 x 1.5v batteries.
The Rock Raiders are a team of highly skilled engineers who arrive on a uninhabited planet to mine for energy crystals underground, but dangers lurk everywhere!! Boiling hot lava, rapid rivers and the most dangerous of them all THE ROCK MONSTER! Comic Action Adventure Strip included in each set!

LEGO ROCK RAIDERS ON PC CD-ROM.
Enter a world of high adventure in the underground tunnels of an unexplored planet. Coming soon in 1999 on PC CD-ROM & PlayStation.

NEW FOR AUGUST

4910 The Hover Scout.
From 6 years.

4940 The Granite Grinder.
Use this vehicle to drill for the energy crystal. From 7 years.

4970 The Chrome Crusher.
Using its light source you can make sure that you do not miss any of the stones hidden in those dark underground areas. From 8 years.
1990 The Rock Raiders HQ
where you analyse, dissect and remove the crystals. A complete factory with a light source to ensure full visibility. From 8 years.

4980 The Tunnel Transport.
With its powerful magnets it can lift vehicles off the ground. It can even divide into several smaller units for special underground missions. From 8 years.

4930 The Rock Raiders.
From 6 years.

4920 The Rapid Rider.
From 6 years.

4950 The Loader-Dozer.
Can the Loader Dozer compete with the Rock Monster as it uses scoops the large rocks into the front of the machine. The rocks once broken reveal the energy source vital to the Rock Raiders. From 7 years.

from 6 years
6093 The Fortress Of The Full Moon.
A flying ninja soars above the fortress to keep a lookout for robbers who are after the shogun's most prized treasure. The fortress is full of secret trapdoors, moving walls, swinging axes and secret rooms. From 8 years.

Using fantastic flying wings or climbing ropes, sneaky ninjas silently drop into any samurai to steal the Shogun's treasure. But, beware, they must dodge swinging swords, rolling rocks, flinging catapults, falling axes and tricky trapdoors.

6033 Ninja Expedition.
From 6 years.

4805 5 Ninja Warriors.
From 6 years.

6083 The Samurai Tower. From 7 years.
6089 The Bridge Of The Rising Sun. From 8 years.

6088 Robber Baron’s Stronghold. From 7 years.

6083 The Samurai Tower. From 7 years.

6088 Robber Baron’s Stronghold. This stronghold is where the Chief of the Robbers and his band of bandits hang out. The flying ninja uses his silent wings to swoop down on unsuspecting samurai castles. From 8 years.

6089 The Bridge of the Rising Sun. Tons of traps will stop robbers from crossing this sturdy stone bridge. The grey ninja is ready to swoop down on the robbers from the tower, sneak through revolving walls, or open the secret trapdoor. From 8 years.

6013 Samurai Swordsman. From 7 years.

6045 Ninja Outpost. From 5 years.
RE CONTINUES...

5956 The Great Adventure 7+

NEW FOR JANUARY

5936 Senor Gomez's Expedition
Watch out for the axe trap! From 6 years.

5956 The Great Adventure
It can fly, drive or sail depending on how you put it together. This form of transport will come in very handy in the jungle as you battle against the masked ruler! From 7 years.

5906 Masked Ruler 6+

5901 Max Villano 6+

5978 The Secret of the Sphinx
The treasure is safe in the bowels of the Sphinx. From 8 years.

from 5 years
ATTENTION!

Meteors are travelling through space!! We must destroy them before they damage the Space Port Mission. Launch the Shuttle and get ready for action!!
6584 Canyon Challenge. Extremers can tackle even the most dangerous of challenges. The trapdoor of the tent is released when a car collides with it. From 8 years.

6585 Hang Glider. From 6 years.

6580 Fireball. From 7 years.

6568 Dragster Raceway. Get ready for the race. Engage the helicopter into action to view the race from the skies. Includes a good set of tools for those essential repairs. From 8 years.

6572 Beach Surfing Team. From 6 years.
6462 Res-Q Helicopter.
With working rotor blades, a stretcher that fits into the helicopter and adjustable search lights, this helicopter and Res-Q Team will be ready for any emergency! From 7 years.

6415 Res-Q Jet Ski.
From 5 years.

6415 Res-Q Control Centre.
The hub of the action! This is where it all happens! The Control Centre Team has the responsibility for co-ordinating major situations and ensuring that the Res-Q Team are ready to travel anywhere, at any time, to anyone in real trouble! From 8 years.

6473 Res-Q Hovercraft.
With rock and jack hammer, pneumatic cutter, night glasses and fire extinguisher the Res-Q Team are fully equipped to tackle any major situation! From 8 years.

6445 Res-Q Response 2.
From 7 years.

6451 Res-Q Boat 1. Boat includes a small craft which can be launched and sent to more dangerous and craggy parts of the sea shore. From 7 years.

When you have built your Control Centre, why not rebuild it into an alternative emergency control centre!

Create your own models by using the bricks in different ways!
6332 Police Headquarters.
From 5 years.

6327 Team Turbo.
From 5 years.

6425 TVcopter.
From 5 years.

6426 The Pit Stop.
From 5 years.

6325 Cargo Express.
From 5 years.

6328 Police Helitran.
From 5 years.
NEW FOR JANUARY

6433 Police Harbour Patrol.
From 5 years.

6435 Coast Guard Centre.
From 5 years.

6434 Vehicle Repair Centre.
From 5 years.

6429 Fire Patrol.
From 5 years.

from 5 years
6464 LEGO City.
From 5 years.

NEW FOR JANUARY

6424 Truck Race.
From 5 years.

6432 Formula I Transporter.
From 5 years.

VRRROOM
6330 Cargo Express Hub. From 5 years.

6329 Truckstop. From 5 years.

6326 6 People.

6321 2 Road Plates.
6322 2 Road Plates.
6323 2 Road Plates.
6320 2 Road Plates.

6327 Road Signs.

from 5 years
5600 LEGO Radio Control Car. Our new RC Car comes with instructions to change its design five times! Each time you change your car, you can control its speed and direction. You have the control!! You are in the driving seat, so get driving. From 7 years.

BUILD 5 RADIO CONTROL VEHICLES
MODEL TEAM

5542 Rescue Helicopter with double doors on each side and rotating blades. There are also building instructions for a cool sledge in case of land rescue. From 9 years.

NEW FOR AUGUST

5533 Team Dragster.
The latest in dragster technology which also has building instructions for a tractor. From 9 years.

4515 Straight Rails (EIGHT). From 7 years.

4520 Curved Rails (EIGHT). From 7 years.

4531 Manual Points with track. From 7 years.

4561 Blue Turbo. Passengers can take their cars on board and enjoy the view as they speed through the countryside. The 9V Control Unit is included. From 7 years.
LEGO WORLD CLUB

JOIN NOW!
IT'S OUT OF THIS WORLD

Exclusive Membership Pack with your very own Personal Membership Card
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3571 Znap Blackmobile with Motor.
The motorised Blackmobile transforms into an inter-galactic spaceship. You can also build over 30 other models including a plane, a train and a scorpion. Requires 1 x 9v battery.
From 7 years.
Znap Formula Z Car in Storage Case.
The Formula Z racer transforms into an inter-galactic spaceship. You can also build over 40 other models including a helicopter, a crane truck and a lizard. Supplied in a sturdy carry case. From 7 years.

from 6 years
ZNAP BUILD BIG!

3532 ZNAP Jet-Ski.
From 6 years.

3504 ZNAP Hook-Truck.
From 6 years.

3502 ZNAP Bi-Wing.
From 6 years.

3531 ZNAP Tri-Bike.
From 6 years.

3503 ZNAP Mini-Sonic.
From 6 years.

3501 ZNAP Jet-Car.
From 6 years.

3552 ZNAP Hover Sub with Motor.
The helicopter includes a motor and can be transformed into a submarine. You can also build over 20 other models including a monster and a boat. Requires 1 x 9v battery. From 7 years.

3551 ZNAP Dino-Jet.
This red and black fighter plane transforms into a huge dinosaur and can also build over 30 other models. From 6 years.
3591 ZNAP Rota-Beast.
The truck carries a helicopter and the motor can be easily moved from one model to the other. Complete with instructions for many great models including a big plane, a giant dinosaur and even a motorised train on its own track! Requires 1 x 9v battery. From 7 years.

from 6 years
WORLD LOCATED 4000 LIGHT YEARS FROM EARTH IDENTIFIED AS PLANET SLIZER.
A WORLD RULED BY ROBOTS THAT BATTLE AGAINST EACH OTHER FOR SUPREMACY.
A WORLD WHERE GOOD AND EVIL EXIST IN EQUAL MEASURE. ALL SLIZER ROBOTS HAVE SPECIAL DISC FIRING ABILITIES AND SHOULD NOT BE UNDERESTIMATED.
A SLIZER TRANSMISSION HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED TRANSLATION: WE ARE SLIZER. JOIN US.

JUDGE SLIZER’S MISSION
Having no continent of his own, his mission is to rule all continents for world domination, he is the leader of the evil Slizers. He draws his energy from cosmic background radiation.

ROCK SLIZER’S MISSION
To search for ‘heavy water’ which is required for his protection and for destroying his enemy, the stone monster.

JUNGLE SLIZER’S MISSION
To search for energy-resin required for giving Jungle Slizer strength in his world and for silencing the mutant plants.

ENERGY SLIZER’S MISSION
To search for neutrons used in the neutralisation of the proton monsters and to increase his energy levels.

FIRE SLIZER’S MISSION
To search for diamonds for provision of energy for himself and to increase the range of his flame thrower which he uses to stun the fire monsters.

ICE SLIZER’S MISSION
To search for special ice crystals for an energy source for himself as well as destroying the fur of the bloodthirsty animals that inhabit his continent so they cannot survive the cold.

SUB SLIZER’S MISSION
To search for special pearls that can break down the water into its constituent elements - hydrogen and oxygen. Mutant goblers who roam his continent hate hydrogen!

CITY SLIZER’S MISSION
To search for highly radioactive fuel which gives him a real surge of energy. The fuel can also be pumped into the mutant vehicles causing major damage and final destruction.
NEW FOR FEBRUARY

ENERGY 8507

CITY 8502

ICE 8501

SUB 8503

A Slizer can melt under your control! Place a disc in the Slizer’s hand, flip it backwards and let go! Each Slizer pack contains 2 discs but you can add to your collection with the 8508 Disc Pack. Each disc has a special point value, the higher the point, the greater its value.

You can combine the four Evil Slizers to form a MEGA SLIZER. You can do the same with the four Good Slizers.

Each Slizer comes with its own specialised battle function!

Colour coded portable sleeping chambers included with each Slizer.

8508 Disc Pack
5 Discs included. From 7 years.

LEGO Technic
just imagine
8233 Blue Thunder Versus The Stinger.
Get a real slice of the action with Blue Thunder versus The Stinger. Once you have built the models you control Blue Thunder as it tries to destroy the target. Victory can be yours. You can even motorise Blue Thunder with set number 8735. From 8 years.

8245 The Pincer. This is where the real action is. Build the two opposing vehicles and then prepare to do battle. As you use your vehicle with the jaw tong arm to hit the opposing target, its head will jump back and new eyes appear. The rubber band will then be released causing the vehicle to move forward. If this vehicle runs into the front of its opponent its claws are activated to attack. It is your job once those eyes are revealed to neutralise your attacker! From 9 years.

8269 LEGO TECHNIC Evil Eyes Versus Jet Bird.
Once you have constructed Evil Eye and Jet Bird, get ready to compete either with your friend or use the cones for target practice. From 9 years.
8257 Jaw-Tong Slammers.
This is where the real action is. Build the two opposing slammers and then prepare to compete. Each Jaw-Tong Slammer is controlled by shooting the arms forward to hit the opponent’s target. Once you hit your target the opponent is dislodged from his seat and victory is yours! From 9 years.

8266 Blue Flash Versus The Arachnophob.
This really brilliant set includes a motorised spider which jumps around to avoid Blue Flash hitting its target. You control Blue Flash by the use of its arms as you compete to get a real piece of the action. Once you’ve hit the target the spider’s controller is dislodged from his seat, the motor stops and victory is yours! From 9 years.

8268 LEGO TECHNIC
Jet Plane Versus the Scorpion Duo. Once you have constructed the jet plane you can battle with the Scorpion duo as they jump to try and escape the evil Jet Plane. From 8 years.

NEW FOR FEBRUARY
COLLECTOR SETS

This collection of LEGO® TECHNIC Starter Sets allows you to construct realistic models with all kinds of technical functions, from steering to pneumatics and great suspension. There are instructions included for alternative models but remember you can come up with your own great designs.

Why not motorise your models with either the 8720 or the 8735. Remember to check which motor you need by looking at the individual set.

8203 Rover Discovery. From 7 years.
8218 Trike Tourer. From 7 years.
8217 The Wasp. From 7 years.
8213 Ultimate Convertible. From 7 years.
8215 Gyrocopter. From 7 years.
8219Racer. From 7 years. For motorisation you will need set No. 8735.
8226 Desert Stormer. From 8 years. For motorisation you will need set No. 8735.
8248 FLT. From 8 years. For motorisation you will need set No. 8735.
8720 9v Motor Pack. From 7 years.
8735 Advanced Power Pack. From 7 years.
8229 Warthog. From 8 years. For motorisation you will need set No. 8720.
8251 Motorbike. From 8 years.

NEW FOR JANUARY
8253 LEGO TECHNIC Fire Helicopter. Built out of 5 swap bodies. Once constructed in one form you can swap the 5 bodies around to create different models in no time. The helicopter can be motorised with set no. 8735. From 8 years. For motorisation you will need set No. 8735.

MODULAR BUILD

New LEGO® TECHNIC Modular Build allows you to change the models that you construct into something very different in a click, using the push-pull elements.

You can even mix and match the three models on this page by using part of 8255 for example, with 8252.

Take a constructive look at LEGO TECHNIC Modular Build you will be ‘clicked on’!

8252 LEGO TECHNIC Police Buggy. Built out of 4 swap bodies. Once constructed in one form you can swap the 4 bodies around to create different models in no time. The buggy can be motorised with set number 8735. From 8 years. For motorisation you will need set No. 8735.

8255 LEGO TECHNIC Rescue Bike. Built out of 4 swap bodies. Once constructed in one form you can swap the 4 bodies around to create different models in no time. The bike can be motorised with set no. 8735. From 8 years. For motorisation you will need set No. 8735.
### 8446 Monster Crane Truck
- **Features**: New Body Shell, Corrugated Tubing, Flexible Axles, New Hydraulic System
- **Construction Info**: Complete Instructions for Monster Crane Truck, 86% Instructions for Alternative Dumper Truck, 33% Instructions for Snow Plough
- **User Age**: 9 years
- **Additional Benefits**: Joint Steering, Hydraulic System allows Smooth Movement, Alternative Model can be Motorised with Set No. 8735
- **Performance**: Outstanding

### 8444 Jet Wasp
- **Features**: New Body Shell, Corrugated Tubing, Flexible Axles
- **Construction Info**: Complete Instructions for Jet Wasp, 66% Instructions for Alternative Helicopter, 33% Instructions for Transport Helicopter
- **User Age**: 9 years
- **Additional Benefits**: Rotors Activated by Manual Handling, Jet Wasp can be Motorised with Set No. 8735
- **Performance**: Unbelievable

### 8445 Racer
- **Features**: New Body Shell, Corrugated Tubing, Flexible Axles
- **Construction Info**: Complete Instructions for Racer, Hot Rod requires Sub-Assembly 1+3, Sports Car 1+6, Off Roader 1, 4+7, Motor Bike 2+5 and Trike 2+4
- **User Age**: 10 years
- **Additional Benefits**: Racer can be Motorised with Set No. 8735
- **Performance**: Out of this World!!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Additional Benefits</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8462 Recovery Truck</td>
<td>“Alloy” Wheels, Front Wheel Steering, Pneumatic System</td>
<td>Car and Trailer can be Motorised with Set No. 8735</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8428 Red Hot Machine with CD ROM</td>
<td>CD ROM with hidden models and games, suspension, ‘alloy’ wheels, steering. ‘Off Road’ Car</td>
<td>Alternative off road car can be Motorised with Set No. 8735</td>
<td>Amazing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8479 Barcode Truck</td>
<td>Motor, Barcode Reader for functions to be read and programmed into vehicle, sound 6 Wheeled Truck, Buggy, Robot</td>
<td>Powerful Motor included</td>
<td>Remarkable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8417 Super Bike</td>
<td>“Alloy” Wheels, Flex Cables, Corrugated Tubing, Suspension ‘Off Road’ Bike</td>
<td></td>
<td>Exceptional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8414 Sierra Nevada IV</td>
<td>V2 Engine, Suspension, Front Substantial Tyres and Half Track at Rear Robot</td>
<td>Robot can be Motorised with Set No. 8735</td>
<td>Great</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from 9 years
NEW FOR SEPTEMBER

8448 Super Car with V8 Engine, Six Gears, Incredible Suspension and New Body Shell

Model: 8448 Super Car
Features:
- New Body Shell, Corrugated Tubing, Flexible Cables
- 11 years
User Age: 11 years
Additional Benefits: Left or Right Hand Drive
Performance: Absolutely Phenomenal!!

New Revolutionary Car Design - Construct the car module by module starting with the chassis. Then place the motor, wheels and new shell on top and you have an amazing super car. Redesign your super car by reusing the chassis time after time!

Construction Info:
Super Car Action: Construct chassis, attach wheels with new rims and tyres, test front and rear wheel suspension, test gear box with six gear action, mount V8 engine to front or rear of the car.

Alternative Models:
1. Concept Car with open and closing cockpit
2. Racing Car with open and closing centre engine hatch
3. Buggy with open and closing roof
4. Hot Rod car with tipping pickup body

New Hydraulic System for Smoother Opening and Closing!

Advanced from 11 years
NOW YOUR LEGO TECHNIC BRICKS COME ALIVE!
The 8482 LEGO TECHNIC Cybermaster enables you to use your PC to physically move your models around. But at the same time, you can share in the fun and excitement with the on-screen adventure in LEGO TECHNIC City.

TAKE CONTROL OF THE SUITCASE AND JOURNEY TO LEGO TECHNIC CITY!
The LEGO TECHNIC suitcase is the ultimate in combining LEGO TECHNIC elements and CD ROM technology.

The CD ROM will take you on a journey to the different areas of the LEGO TECHNIC City. You are met by Taxi Jim, your guide to the City and Joe the Mechanic who will help you build a variety of interactive LEGO TECHNIC models.

One of the areas of the City is the Coliseum. Here, once you have constructed your models of Crusher and Stinger you can play a number of games in the gladiatorial area.

Area 15, another area of the City allows you to build a number of different intelligent robotic vehicles and then via your PC you can design a route for your vehicle.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
To operate 8482 LEGO® TECHNIC Cybermaster you need:
- Pentium 90 Mhz PC
- 16 Mb RAM
- Windows 95
- 56 Mb free hard disk space
- 4 x CD Rom drive
- 1 Mb graphics card
- Sound card (graphics card and sound card must be direct X compatible)
- Speakers and a free serial port

www.lego/cybermaster.com
8 GREAT SETS TO COLLECT!

8252 POLICE BUGGY

8219 RACER

6088 ROBBER BARON' STRONGHOLD
Once upon a time there was a King called Alfred who lived in his castle, together with his daughter, Princess Rosa. From another Kingdom, far away, came Prince William, who had heard about the lovely Princess and wanted to meet her himself. Unfortunately along the way, he met wicked Madam Tussa the Witch who cast a magic spell on him which made him lose his memory. When he arrived at the Castle he could not remember who he was so they gave him a job in the stables as a Stable Boy. The story ends happily though because Fairy Millimi heard about what had happened and came along and broke the nasty spell...
5808 The Fairytale Castle. This is the home of King Alfred and his daughter Princess Rosa. Let your dreams come true in this beautiful castle. From 7 years.

5811 Prince William. From 5 years. 5802 Princess Rosa. From 5 years.

5805 Princess Rosa’s Turret Room. Princess Rosa is dreaming about Prince William and the forthcoming Royal Wedding. From 6 years.

...Prince William became himself again and immediately fell in love with Princess Rosa and they all lived happily ever after.
Belville has gone beach mad! Relax on the fantastic floating cruiser or learn to surf with Laura or watch the dolphin with Harriet.

- **5845 Harriet at the Dolphin Show.** From 6 years.
- **5844 Laura with Surfboard.** From 5 years.
- **5848 The Belville Luxury Cruiser.** From 7 years.
- **5847 Surfer’s Paradise.** From 6 years.
- **5846 Desert Island.** From 6 years.
Load, enter, explore... play.
Here's a great new range of virtual LEGO software that's totally new and refreshingly different. These products have been designed to put you in control, stretch your imagination and provide you with unlimited fun.

As a special bonus, each PC CD-ROM box includes a limited edition LEGO model featured in the software, for you to collect.

**LEGO CHESS**
Plan your moves and battle with friends in a really fun 3D chess game.
Available now on PC CD-ROM

**LEGO CREATOR**
Build and play with an unlimited supply of 3D LEGO bricks and models in a virtual LEGO world.
Available now on PC CD-ROM

**LEGO LOCO**
Construct a fun train set on your PC and send postcards to friends across the Internet.
Available now on PC CD-ROM

For information and help:
Telephone: 0870 600 3003
Email: help@uk.legomedia.com
Imagine exploring a castle filled with dragons, woods teeming with pirates, driving schools to earn your driving licence and European landmarks made from millions of LEGO® bricks.

All this fun and more makes this the best day out ever!

For more information or to book call:
NEW RIDES FOR 99

Open every day from 13th March to 31st October, 10am to 6pm. Don’t miss our great Special Events:

- 3 - 5 April
- 1 - 2 May
- 5 - 6 June
- 18 - 19 September
- 29 - 31 October

- Easter Quest
- Merlin Premiership
- Swap Shop
- LEGO Club Weekend
- Praises in the Park
- Laser, Lights and Fireworks
- Extravaganza

0990 04 04 04
New LEGO® software.

Discover, race, build... play.

Our new range of virtual LEGO software is building all the time. The latest titles are challenging, imaginative and designed to provide endless fun.

What's more, inside each PC CD-ROM box there's an exclusive LEGO model for you to collect.

LEGO ROCK RAIDERS
Enter a world of high adventure in the underground tunnels of an unexplored planet.
Coming soon in 1999 on PC CD-ROM & PlayStation.

LEGO ROCK RAIDERS
Design and build your own LEGOLAND park with all the attractions on your computer.
Coming soon in 1999 on PC CD-ROM

LEGO FRIENDS
Join a new group of friends in your own fun activity world of music and dance.
Coming soon in 1999 on PC CD-ROM

For information and help:
Telephone:-
0870 600 3003
Email:-
help@uk.legomedia.com